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Abstract: - In today’s advanced hi-tech environment, the need for self-sufficiency is recognised in the situation of visually impaired people who are socially restricted. They are in an unfamiliar environment and are unable to help themselves. Because most tasks require visual information, visually impaired people are at a disadvantage because crucial information about their surroundings is unavailable. It is now possible to extend the support provided to people with visual impairments thanks to recent advancements in inclusive technology. This project proposes to use Artificial Intelligence, Machine Learning, Image and Text Recognition to assist persons who are blind or visually impaired. The concept is realised using an Android mobile app that includes features such as voice assistant, image recognition, currency recognition, e-book, and chat bot. The software can recognise items in the environment using voice commands and do text analysis to recognise text in a hard copy document. It will be an effective approach for blind individuals to engage with the world and make use of technology’s features.

I INTRODUCTION

A virtual assistant is a self-employed individual who specialises in providing clients with administrative support. Typical task of virtual assistant might perform the operation such as greeting user, opening different applications, performing multimedia operations and many more.

II LITERATURE REVIEW

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Summary</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Natural human-computer interaction fo virtualpersonal assistant systems</td>
<td>WilliamC. DeLeeuw</td>
<td>A computing device configured to take audio input, distort the audio input to produce a number of distorted audio variations, and perform speech recognition on the audio input and the distorted audio variants is one of the technologies for natural language interactions with virtual personal assistant systems. Based on contextual information, the computing device chooses a result from a vast number of possible voice recognition results. The computing device may utilise an eye tracking sensor to assess whether the user is visually focused on an avatar rendered by the virtual personal assistant in order to assess the user’s level of engagement.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Next- generation of virtual personal assistants Microsoft Cortana, Apple Siri, Amazon Alexa and Google Home</td>
<td>Veton Kepuska</td>
<td>The development of natural interaction between humans and machines is one of the aims of artificial intelligence (AI). In recent years, the fastest developing topic in AI has been dialogue systems, sometimes known as interactive conversational systems. Many firms have employed dialogue systems technology to create several types of Virtual Personal Assistants (VPAs) based on their applications and areas, such as Microsoft’s Cortana, Apple’s Siri, Amazon’s Alexa, Google Assistant, and Facebook’s.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

III PROBLEM STATEMENT

Virtual assistant has become very useful over the past few years. Some of the famous virtual assistants are Alexa, Siri, Google assistant, Bixby etc.

However, these are the advanced level of virtual assistants and not everyone can afford the assistant devices like alexa or iPhone for siri.
So to get the experience like using these advanced level of virtual assistant, we are also making a virtual assistant for windows.

Our virtual assistant will be intermediate level of assistant.

IV. PROJECT OBJECTIVE

We are making our project for blind people so we will implement functionalities from their point of view.

The first and the most basic objective is to make a system that can recognise the users speech and reply on those commands. A system that can do the basic functionalities like introducing itself with user, greeting user, telling time or date or day.

To make a system that can operate for the work which requires the use of web browser like opening chrome, opening youtube or searching on wikipedia etc.

Also, to make a system which can open various applications for user after getting the voice commands from user.

We will implement a function so that our virtual assistant can do the arithmetic operations as well.

Once all of these features are implemented in our virtual assistant then we will try to add some more functionalities in it to make it more helpful.

V. REQUIREMENT ANALYSIS

Software Interface:

Pycharm Community Edition

Visual Studio Hardware Interface:

Development operating system: Windows OS
RAM: 2GB and more (Recommended: 4GB)
Processor: i3 and above (Intel Core Processor)

VI. ALGORITHM FOR SPEECH GENERATION

Step1) import pyttsx3 library

pyttsx3 is a text-to-speech conversion library in Python. Unlike alternative libraries, it works offline, and is compatible with both Python 2 and 3.

Step2) Initialize sapi5 using pyttsx3.init() method

Microsoft Speech API (SAPI5) is the technology for voice recognition and synthesis provided by Microsoft.

Step3) Set male or female voice using engine.setProperty() method

Step4) Define a method and give parameter in it.

Step5) Then here the virtual assistant voice using engine.say() method

Step6) import speech_recognition as sr

Used to recognise users speech

Step7) Use sr.Recognizer() method to recognition.

Step8) Then use sr.Microphone() as a source to speech recognition

Step9) Then input audio using r.listen() method

Step10) Then use recognize_google() method to understand audio input which will be in English -India format.

VII PROPOSED SYSTEM
DFD (DATA FLOW DIAGRAM)

SD (SEQUENCE DIAGRAM)

CONTROL FLOW DIAGRAM

VIII. FUNCTIONALITIES
- Searching in Wikipedia
- Opening stack overflow
- Playing music
- Telling time
- Opening visual studio code
- Searching in Google
- Searching in YouTube
- Getting time in USA

IX. CONCLUSION
The proposed system will act like an intermediate level of virtual assistant. It will perform more and more numbers of operations and do it easily for the user. The main objective of this system is to reduce the user task and do it by itself for the user. In future, we can take our system to next level and make it advanced level of virtual personal assistant which can do almost all the operation which is done by the user.
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